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Bobby O'Malley is a boy growing up on the east coast of Newfoundland, in a community just outside of the city of St
Johns. This book describes his life, from birth to graduating high school. Usually hilarious, at times tragic, and always
very readable.

By the time I was sixteen I had lived in eight houses and I can remember all but the first--my life like strung
beads, but convenient, as it makes the telling easier. Indeed, nearly all the reviewers of the novel cite its
humour as its central strength, noting as well, however, the presence of something darker--what Stuart Pierson,
in his review, called a "horror showbeneath the comic surface of the story. Humour is also a central medium
through which Bobby as storyteller engages with his own past in an attempt to make sense of it and, I think,
redeem it. In this initial, key passage, Johnston presents us with a deceptively simple idea of narrative and its
relationship to experience: Bobby is actually sending us two conflicting messages here: The other is of
strangeness. The inversion that Bobby casually presents as a kind of universal curiosity--"strange that our
oldest memories are of the days when we were youngest"--anticipates a world turned upside down weather
becomes anti-weather, for example , which is the dystopian image that runs as a counterpoint to the pastoral
world of childhood. I will not, but almost, remember how to step back and see him, strange and real" The
operative word, of course, is "almost. After the visit to Mattie at the end of Book One, Chapter Four, however,
Bobby is never visited by the hag of his nightmares again. Bobby casts himself more than once into the role of
fifth business--"essential, but uninteresting" 39 --and this is sometimes because of the all-pervasive presence
of the father in the narrative. The difficulty of telling might be seen to arise from two main sources: How
deceptive language is. Telling is also difficult because of the extensiveness of human suffering inevitably
discovered by any protagonist in his or her journey from innocence to experience. It is appropriate, therefore,
that Bobby leaves alone, with a boatful of others, each alone. Certainly both men dwell on the fringes of
society, and are, as Bobby describes his father, "both shaman and scapegoat" Thus Christie leaves behind a
spiritual and artistic legacy to his adoptive daughter, Morag. Both types of discourse are limited: Both types of
discourse are "strange," and both are adhered to by each parent in an equally adamant and extremist manner.
Furthermore, neither the language of Agnes and the church--the discourse of faith--nor the language of
Ted--sometimes pseudoscientific, sometimes nonsensical but in either case, ultimately silent--can meliorate
suffering, any more than a narrative can explain a life as an ordered string of beads. The conflict between the
discourses of science and faith emerges most humorously in the "man on the TV" sequence, with the TV
symbolizing an illusory, projected other self, resembling, perhaps, the self created through art, partly real and
partly invented. Who was it, then, I wanted to know. He was "an aggregate of microdots," my father said,
"unscrambled by the receiver, having been sent at random wave-lengths, on a fixed frequency, from a
transmitter some distance removed. He made me memorize it. At gatherings of relations and friends, he would
turn to me and say, "Bobby, what is the name of the man on TV? Everyone looked at my mother with puzzled,
worried expressions, which, more often than not, caused her to cry and run to her room. His language is
comprised mainly of linguistic graffiti that is often clever but ultimately nonsensical, and his "science" is
closer to pataphysics, the science of nonsense, than physics, or "real" science. Hassan writes that "like Sade,
Beckett, or Burroughs, Jarry suffers from a reductive rage; he belittles our world. At times, there is something
almost sacramental about his peculiar nihilism. He ends as a prophet of otherness, standing beside himself,
Ubuesque. He also ends as a humorist of the infinite" In acknowledging the "strangeness" of the double father
figure--dead on one side of the room and alive on the other--Bobby intuits the strangeness of his own story,
and of narrative itself: Motifs of artistry or creativity run throughout the book in the form of performances,
inventions, work play and wit. Gabriel, the boy in the wheel chair, for example, is a performer who, as Bobby
tells us, "always needed an audience" for his "performances" In Chapter Five, Bobby provides us with an
important clue as to the function of humour or wit when he says that "at school, I developed a kind of
compensating wit" After being caught playing "show, tell, pull and play" with three twelve-year-old girls,
Gabriel is socially ex-communicated, a scarlet-lettered boy: Do not speak it. If spoken, do not hear it" As
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Bobby tells us, "How could I know that life in that [wheel] chair was life encased in one-way glass. And not
the Equalizer, not obscene boasts nor loud lies could break that glass. Nor could he, as on rare days he seemed
to be trying, charm his way out with the church-morning pitch of his voice" The image of glass links Gabriel
to Bobby, as both continually watch the world through a window. Like Gabriel, Ted attempts to compensate
for the isolation of existence through various forms of inventiveness or creativity. What Ted attempts as a way
of compensating involves what Freud calls, in Civilization and its Discontents, a "delusional remoulding of
reality. Of delusionism, the more radical means of attempting to forget misery and console ourselves, Freud
writes: It regards reality as the sole enemy and as the source of all suffering, with which it is impossible to
live, so that one must break off all relations with it if one is to be in any way happy. The hermit turns his back
on the world and will have no truck with it. But whoever, in desperate defiance, sets out upon this path to
happiness will as a rule attain nothing. Reality is strong for him. He becomes a madman, who for the most part
finds no one to help him in carrying through his delusion. The social delusional remoulding of reality, made
by "a considerable number of people in common" 28 Freud refers to as religion, a mass-delusion that, he says,
is never recognized as such among those who share it. After his "retirement" as weatherman, Ted assumes a
round of household chores which, as Bobby tells us, "included vacuuming the floors every day Before long,
my father got bored with it, and came up with a way of making it more interesting. He put his idea on paper
first Soon, in hockey helmet, hunched over the handlebars, his eyes focused on the floor in search of dirt, he
was tricycling around the house at all hours of the day and night. He looked, with the vacuum roaring behind
him, the bag on his back, like some strange exterminator" We know that Bobby has an aversion to things that
are "too horrible to believe" It cannot save his father or Gabriel, as the ironic reversal of Bobby as the
reluctant guardian of Gabriel, the "guardian angel," suggests. It would be incorrect to assume that Johnston is
suggesting that art has no function in a morally chaotic modern--or postmodern--world, but rather that art,
including narrative art, cannot assume a shape or form that belies the cultural and historical reality surrounding
it. Through the telling of his story, Bobby may attempt, as he sometimes does, to suppress the "other" or to
sublimate it into sanitized, humorous episodes, but the strangeness of his story continually rises to the surface.
Through the act of narrative, those we love can be born again, as Bobby gives birth to his own parents in
Chapter Two, but the illusion of art cannot sustain "real" life, just as a story artfully shaped as strung beads
cannot fully capture the many aspects of experience that are random and inexplicable. Ted is constantly
reducing aspects of culture and religion that are held in reverence by most people such as his reduction of the
Red Sea to a sewage system, which scandalizes his wife. Toward a Postmodern Literature, 2nd ed. U of
Wisconsin P, Further quotations from Hassan are cited in the essay. James Strachey New York: Further
quotations from this work are cited in the essay.
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Comment: ~Pelican Bay Books is a real, family-owned bookstore perched on the edge of the Salish Sea in Anacortes,
Washington since Customer satisfaction is our first priority and we respond to all inquiries promptly.
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Identifications: Chapters 1. For a moment, my mother raised her eyes, and the three of us were caught looking at one
another, caught in what we didn't know then was a line of love.
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